
SNUPPS.

e Standardized Nuclear Unit
Power Plant System

5 Choke Cherry Road Nicholas A. Petrick
Rockville, Maryland 20850 Executive Director
(301) 8694 010

April 2,1982

SLNRC 82-019 FILE: 0278
SUBJ: Long Term Operability

of Deep Draft Pumps

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Docket Nos. STN 50-482 and STN 50-483

Reference: 1. NRC (Tedesco) letter to UE (Schnell), dated

2. NRC(Tedesco17,)1981:
November Same subject

letter to KGE (Koester), dated
November 17, 1981: Same subject

3. SLNRC 79-13, dated September 10, 1979: IE Bulletin
No. 79-15

Dear Mr. Denton:

References 1 and 2 requested information concerning deep draft pumps.
As noted in Reference 3, the Essential Service Water System pumps
at Callaway and Wolf Creek are the only safety-related, deep draft
pumps in the plant designs. The enclosure to this letter provides
the requested information.

Very truly yours,

fMu'vv ,

Nicholas A. Petrick " N,,.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

The SNUPPS plants (Wolf Creek and Callaway) utilize Byrcn Jackson two
stage deep draft pumps in the Essential Service Water System. These
pumps are identical in all respects except that the overall length
of the Wolf Creek pumps are 11 ft. 6 in. longer than the Callaway
pumps. The pumps extend 42 ft. 4 in. and 30 ft. 10 in below their
respective mounting plates to their bellmouth openings.

The shaft consists of 10 ft. long sections coupled by high precision
keyed sleeves. The column consists of 5 ft. long sections which are
flanged. Welded-in-place bearings spiders are provided at the top
of each 5 ft. long column section.

Seismic restraints are provided at column section flanges (10 or 15
ft, between seismic restraints) for a total of three restraints at Wolf
Creek and two restraints at Callaway. At Callaway the maximum free span
of 14 ft. 2 in, occurs between the mounting flange and the first seismic
restraint. At Wolf Creek the maximum free span of 15 ft. occurs between
the first and second seismic restraints. It should also be noted that
both impellers are mounted between bearings and are not overhung.

The hydraulic design utilized by Byron Jackson for these pumps has a
prcven record of high reliability in power plant service for over 40
years in condensate, heater drain, service water, ECCS, and cooling
circulation applications. Hundreds of units, from single to 10 or
more stage construction, are in service at fossil and nuclear powered
plants. There are no unknown elements in hydraulics or rotor dynamics in
this pump line.

II. DESIGN FEATURE COMPARIS0N

As noted in Section I above, the SNUPPS pumps are of a very rigid design
and are, therefore, quite different from the pumps analyzed at the three
facilities referenced in " Guidelines for Demonstration of Operability of
Deep Draft Pumps" (hereafter referred to as " Guidelines"). Deep draft
pumps (30 ft. and longer) typically have column bearings in loose
spiders clamped between column sections, limber column sections 10 ft.
or longer and correspondingly long bearing spans. None of this applies
to the Byron Jackson pumps in the SNUPPS plants which have 5 ft, maximum
bearing span and weld-in spiders.

In addition to the feature described above, the following design features
are worthy of special note:

a. During the pump design and selection phase special consideretion
,

was given to the bearing design. The pump bearings have been <

provided with a prelube system to preclude the starting of a pump
with dry bearings. However, should the prelube system to one pump
fail, dry start is acceptable. Bronze bearing were selected for
this possibility, and ensure that the pump will continue to function.

,

j

Once the putop is started the shaft bearings are lubricated by the
pumped fluid.
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* b. A major concern addressed in the " Guidelines" is that the primary ;
' mode natural frequency of the pump shaft may be near the frequency |of pump operation. For the SNUPPS plants the natural frequencies '

have been calculated to be 21.73 and 21.76 cps for Wolf Creek and
Callaway, respectively. These frequencies are nearly 100 times
higher than the pump operating frequency.

The pumps were factory tested with specified 8 ft. minimun sub-
mergence. Due to test facility limitations, only three sections
of column (15 ft.) were utilized during performance testing.
The seismic restraints were not used, resulting in a free, suspended
test length of 20 ft. 10 in. Vibration measurements taken indicate
no pump natural frequencies near operating speed, even without
supports below the mounting flange.

c. Inlet conditions were considered in the design of the sump, bellmouth
and their relationship to each other. Refer to Section IV below.

d. Installation of the pumps is addressed in Section III below.

III. PUMP INSTALLATION

Installation of the pump will receive as much attention to detail as
has the design of the pumps and sump. The Byron Jackson Instruction
Manual includes detailed step-by-step procedures for pump and driver
installation. The following comparison to the subitems of the " Guide-
lines" Section 1.1 is provided.

a. The shafts are determined to be straight at the factory. The
pump is demonstrated to turn by hand both at the factory and in the
field,

b. The coupling desing is provided by the manufacturer and is high
precision. The shaft segments are keyed togather in a sleeved
coupling.

c. The column flanges and spiders are perpendicular +.o the shaft
centerline, and the spiders are welded into place.

d. Column straightness and concentricity is ensured by :che rigid
design.

e. The instruction manual contains detailed procedures wh uh ensure
that the driver and pump are properly connected. Predetermined
tolerances are provided for concentricity and trueness of the
mounting surface. The driver shaft runout is also verified to be
within tolerance,

f. The torquing sequences will be followed as required by procedure.

IV. SUMP INSTALLATION

The following discussions address the subitems of Section 1.2 of the
" Guidelines".
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a. During initial installation, the pump and motor were coupled together-

and the assembly hung in position, leveled, and the mounting flangeo

grouted into place. This ensures that the pump motor combination is
plumb with the sump mounting flange,

b. Since there is no suction piping connected to the bellmouth,
no flow anomalities can be introduced from this source. The
bellmouth is 42 in. in diameter and is located near the bottom
of the sumo (12 in, above bottom) to avoid vortexing. The large
suction bell diameter provides low approach velocity and stable
impeller inlet conditions.

c. There is no interference between any sump structure and pump
appendage which could adversely affect flow. The first
seismic support is 6 ft. 7 in, above the bellmouth openir1

V. TESTING

Since the design of the SNUPPS pumps do not exhibit the inadequacies
described in the " Guidelines", the detailed test program described
therein will not be implemented since it is considered unnecessary.
Strong objection is taken to the three (3) step testing proposed with
disassembly, inspection and reassembly after each step. The vertical
pump design is such that a complete disassembly is required for measuring
bearing clearances. With normal manufacturing tolerances at each pump
case and column joint, a three (3) step test would have the net effect
of running in the pump three (3) times. A horizontal pump is quite
different, since running clearances can be measured without disassembling
the rotating element.

The correct method for mechanical field testing vertical pumps after
installation and checkout, is to regularly measure vibration and
shaft orbit in conjunction with hydraulic performance. If the initial
readings are within acceptable limits, and such readings do not gradually
and continuously increase, dismantling should not be performed.

The ESW pumps will be tested quarterly in accordance with the plant's
pump and valve operability program. The parameters monitored include
bearing temperature, vibration and developed head. Vibration will
be monitored at the stuffingbox and the top of the driver. This vibration
monitoring is in line with Hydraulic Institute Standards and pump
manufacturer's experience. Monitoring of vibration below the pump
discharge will not be provided since it is considered to be unnecessary
and would require shielding of the probes in the discharge stream and
modification of the column structure. Reliable functioning of such
instruments is also questionable.

Since the pumps are properly designed, they will not be removed and
disassembled during the life of the plant, provided that they have
been operating satisfactorily, unless vibration, shaft orbit or hydraulic
performance has reached unacceptable levels.
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' The instruction manual provides the standard and maximum clearances
for each type of bearing utilized in the pump assembly. Should the
maximum clearances be exceeded, the cause will be determined if it
appears to be other than normal wear. The pumps are expected to function
properly for extended periods of time after the maximum (replacement)
clearances are present.
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